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[15] SDG15: LIFE ON LAND 
 
[15.4] Land sensitive waste disposal 
[15.4.3] Policy on hazardous waste disposal 

 
The Rector's Decree No. 1305/SK/R/UI/2011 concerning the Policy for the Management 

of Toxic and Hazardous Material Waste in Universitas Indonesia. 

(SK Rektor Tentang Kebijakan Pengelolaan Sampah dan Limbah Yang Mengandung 
Bahan Berbahaya dan Beracun (B3) di Kampus Universitas Indonesia) 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Description : 

UI has a policy on the management of toxic and hazardous waste through the Rector's               
Decree No. 1305/SK/R/UI/2011 concerning the Policy for the Management of Toxic and            
Hazardous Material Waste in Universitas Indonesia.  

In the policy, it is emphasized that UI encourages the management system of a              
hygienic, environmentally friendly and sustainable trash sanitation. As an implementation, all           
units or faculties in UI have a management system for B3 waste that follows the safe and                 
hygienic procedure. The process of B3 waste starts by sorting the waste based on the type and                 
characteristic, in which later be given symbols and labels.  

B3 waste generally accumulated from education and research activities, laboratories,          
and workplace that uses chemicals like inks or toner (printer), electronic waste, etc. UI              
collaborated with various third parties to manage the B3 waste. For waste from printing toner,               
UI collects them and sends them to a toner manufacturer to decrease the risk of product                
fabrication. Meanwhile, for other B3 waste, UI works together with Prasadha Pamunah            
Limbah Industri (PPLi) as a company who work in B3 waste management.  

B3 waste generally accumulates from education and research activities, laboratories,          
and workplaces that use chemicals like inks or toner (printer), electronic waste, etc. UI              
collaborated with various third parties to manage the B3 waste. For waste that comes from               
printing toner, UI collects them and sends them to the toner manufacturer to decrease the risk                
of product fabrication. Meanwhile, for other B3 waste, UI collaborates with Prasadha            
Pamunah Limbah Industri (PPLi) as a company who works in B3 waste management.  

Evidence Link : 

https://the-university-ranking-live.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/evidence/safe/i-97858501--
OperationsPolicyWasteDisposalHazarousMaterials%3A0--12.2--impact%3A2020--1305%20
Waste%20and%20waste%20that%20contains%20hazardous%20and%20toxic%20materials.
pdf 
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